MIT limits NSF fellows

By Dave Watts

Dean of the Graduate School Frank E. Perkins '55 recently announced restrictions on the number of National Science Foundation Graduate Fellowships MIT may receive to begin attending MIT fall, thus MIT schools and departments are scrambling to find the additional funds to support their NSF fellows.

Approximately half of 25 prospectively mechanical engineering students have been told that they may not bring their fellowships to MIT, according to department chair David N. Winternitz '62.

The School of Science will attempt to minimize the impact on incoming NSF fellows, but may have to turn people away in future unless a policy change somewhere, according to dean Gene M. Brown. "We will certainly have to turn someone away, unless NSF... or central administration at MIT changes it. We're trying to negotiate [support for NSF fellows], but we can't make any guarantees."

The NSF fellowship program contributes $6000 to MIT as a "cost of education allowance," with the rest of the $20,900 13-month tuition supplied by the Institute.

According to Perkins, this balance is currently paid out of the Graduate Fellowship Fund. The new restrictions stem from a decision not to pay more than $2.8 million from the fund each year to support NSF fellows.

AEPi holds interviews, elects officers

By Andrew L. Fish

Founder's day of the new Alpha Epsilon Pi Phi chapter at MIT, is in combination with the fraternity's national organization, inter- viewed prospective members and elected officers at meetings on Tuesday and Wednesday night. Robert M. Sullivan, David E. Borison '90, and Steven H. Baden '92 will be the new fraternity's national officers for the current year.

The recruitment efforts followed the reorganization earlier this year of the previous MIT chapter of AEPi, a historically Jewish fraternity, in which 41 of the chapter's 55 members were discharged. Of the 10 members remaining and interested in continuing, Rich is the only one to remain in the fraternity.

Due to the actions of the nation, and amid charges that the reorganization was an effort to make the chapter the MIT chapter more Jewish, the MIT fellows told the head of the Interfraternity Council and withdrew recognition of AEPi as an independent living group several weeks ago.

I.F.C. President Miles Anneke '91 and discharged AEPi members continue to assert that the new chapter is aiming its recruiting efforts at Jewish students and is very sensitive about the recruitment process.

Although AEPi promised Anneke that he could observe the interview process, the fraternity opted to interview members without informing him. Borison said that he decided to exclude Anneke because the IFC president had spoken against the new fraternity at an earlier rush meeting. But after Anneke apologized Tuesday night, Borison said he changed his mind.

Gray, ANC representative debate on divestment issue

By Presbud Datta

Lindwe Mabuza, chief representative of the African National Congress to the United States, addressed the MIT Community on divestment at Wednesday's Undergraduate Association colloquium on Wednesday in 10-250.

Gray, 24, who addressed the MIT anti-divestment position.

"The question of apartheid is purely an academic question," Mabuza told a standing room only crowd of over 400 in 10-250. "There is no choice except for Revolution."

Mabuza's remarks, though admirably personal, supported the position of the Executive Committee of the MIT Corporation, which has flatly said on the divestment issue. Gray serves as chair of that committee.

One of the main arguments against divestment this year was that divestment would have no effect on companies doing business in South Africa. "There is no evidence that divestment affects disinvestment," he said.

Gray's remarks, though admirable, personal, supported the position of the Executive Committee of the MIT Corporation, which has flatly said on the divestment issue. Gray serves as chair of that committee.

The moral argument

Gray opened the debate with a detailed study of the reasons and consequences of divestment. There must first be a moral dimension which implicates an institution to divest. But according to Gray, the moral argument itself comes into question. The notion that US companies in South Africa may, through the board of directors, contribute to the plight of students in South Africa. By contributing to this action, he argued, MIT has aligned itself with and abetted the repression. This is an "irreconcilable," he felt.

Many companies which do business in South Africa, Gray argued, do so not only with the consent of the government and the South African government, but with the consent of the South African government. Gray cited several examples where this alignment has caused a problem. Gray's argument, though admirable, personal, supported the position of the Executive Committee of the MIT Corporation, which has flatly said on the divestment issue. Gray serves as chair of that committee.
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AEPi interviews new members
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ANC official predicts new constitution

As African National Congress official predicted yesterday that talks with South Africa's government will soon begin negotiations for a new constitution. The ANC spokesman predicted that the negotiations will be inclusive of all political parties that believe in peace with black majority rule. The white-minority led government opened three days of talks with the ANC on Wednesday.

Arms control talks continue

In Brussels yesterday, representatives of the United States and the Soviet Union continued their arms control talks. The talks are aimed at reducing the number of long-range nuclear weapons.

Irish determined to gain release for journalist

Relatives of hostage Brian Doherty say they will press Ireland's government for his release. Doherty's sister told BBC radio on Thursday that she has heard from Frank Reed, who told her that her brother wants to be returned to Ireland even though he holds both Irish and English citizenship.

Lithuanian premier meets with Bush

Lithuania's prime minister met with President George Bush yesterday. The two spoke about the Baltic republic's drive for independence. The White House spokesman said that Bush was the prime minister as a result of being representative of the Lithuanian people and not as a head of state.

Freed hostage recounts experiences

Freed American hostage Frank Reed is both happy and up set. Reed is apparently in good spirits after his 45-month ordeal as a captive, but he says he is angry that fellow hostages Terry Anderson and Thomas Sutherland have not yet been released. Reed also said he was told that two other Western hostages from time to time. Administration officials said there was nothing new in an oral message delivered by another ex-hostage, Robert Polhill, who was released less than two weeks ago.

London mugger takes $478 million

British authorities say a mugging in London's financial district yesterday that Mike Fisher, a 24-year-old Canadian football player, was robbed of his wallet, which contained $478 million in cash and financial certificates. The man who rob the wallet said he was trying to steal something.

Train derails in Indiana

More than 20 people were rushed to a hospital in Crawfordsville, IN, after an Amtrak passenger train derailed on Wednesday night.

Trouble on Native American reservation

Hundreds of New York state troopers and Canadian mounties kept the peace Wednesday night on a Mohawk reservation along the U.S.-Canada border. A federal mediator was called in yesterday to resolve a tribal dispute over gambling that has sparked a deadly feud.

Bush to meet congressmen on budget

Bush and congressional leaders will meet Sunday to talk about their differences on the federal budget. The biggest difference is over defense spending. The Senate Budget Committee Wednesday adopted a Democratic package that cuts nearly $10 billion off what Bush wanted to spend at the Pentagon alone. The House also cut Bush's military budget considerably.

Weather

A storm system now over the middle part of the country will be moving slowly in our direction. The key word here is slowly. As the storm moves in, the wind will switch to the east, bringing in cool, moist air from the east. The air mass over New England is cold enough so that some areas in our north will have a small chance of some snow. By Sunday, the storm will have passed over our east, but, depending on whether or not we remain cool and damp, at least in the morning.

Wednesday:

Rain and drizzle. Winds east to northeast at 15 mph (24 kph). Thursday:

Periods of light rain or drizzle. Winds east to southeast at 10 mph (16-24 kph).

Friday:

Cloudy, at times rain. Winds east to southeast at 15 mph (24 kph).

Saturday:

Cloudy with a slight chance of rain. Winds south to southeast at 15-20 mph (25-32 kph).

Sunday:

Cloudy with a slight chance of rain. Winds south to southeast at 10-15 mph (16-24 kph).

Forecast by Robert J. Czarzynski

Compiled by Reuven M. Lerner and Joan Ahrens.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

AEPi unjustifiably reorganized by national

According to the 1986 edition of the pledge manual of Alpha Epsilon Pi, the center of the pledge pin of the Mu Tau chapter "stands for honesty, which is the center and base of everything Al- pha Epsilon Pi represents and strives to teach." Robert H. Rich '90 asks for a chance to "show what AEPi is really all about," "(AEPi) justifiably reor- gанизed by national fraternity." May 13. It seems that from his account of our chapter's "long and non-stop fight," that he has forgotten both this time of hon- esty and the ideals of the national fraternity by which he seeks to condemn our brotherhood.

As part of our pledge pro- gram, Rich was interviewed last fall. He stated that "our entire fra- ncy was correctly the best on campus," his current criticism of the house was that the cook did not make enough tuna fish salad. I do not understand his change of heart.

AEPi was founded because the Greek system was not open to all Jews, but our founding father of the Mu Tau chapter recently wrote to us, "If many of the fraternity's activities now include members of all races and religions, then it follows that just about all was wrong, and in an ame- rization that it has bypassed by history." According to our au- thors, the decision to pledge non- members was the result of idealism, not simply the desperation of de- clining membership. Like many founders of AEPi described in the Pledge Manual, they were "free from the debits of the past and sought to create a di- verse brotherhood, a bond of "daring and imagination" which we hope to continue.

If our distance from the national fraternity was the issue, then surely they should have re- organized the chapter in the earlier when the leader was not ap- pianizing and was avoiding all contact with reality. Sadly, Dunn, the executive vice pres- dent, explained that the reorgani- zation was timed to coincide with the retirement of Andrew M. Bos- ton, their "organization spec- ifically." Evidently, the restruc- turing of the MIT chapter was to be the crowning accomplishment of his career.

Contrary to Rich's claim that we "became isolated" from other chapters, the Mu Tau chapter has been represented at every national convention since 1986, and has always welcomed members of other chapters including brothers from New York University, Uni- versity of Pennsylvania, and Duke in the past year. Last fall, when the clo- set at Emerson College needed help, we lent them equipment for- their rush and hosted them and their pledges. We offered them our encouragement and support, I feel that they were struggling for something real.

Rich accuses us of decertifying the rituals and ideals of AEPi. The altered initiation was an inheritance of the 1970s. The "new" initiation has followed the prescribed national ritual, but both Rich and national fraternity. May 13.
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As hockey playoff season speeds to a close, I've noticed that the excitement that forms around the town is overwhelming. The NHL playoffs and the Stanley Cup Final are not just big events; they are a part of the community's fabric. Hockey is more than just a sport; it's a way of life. It's a bond between the fans, the players, and the city.

Hockey as a sport is still where the action is. In recent years, the game has seen a resurgence of interest, especially among younger generations. The Ottawa 67s, a minor league hockey team, have been a source of pride for the city. They have continued to draw large crowds, and their games have become a staple of the community's social calendar.

As a hockey player, I can testify to the passion and dedication that the sport instills in its followers. The thrill of scoring a goal, the pride of representing your team, and the camaraderie with fellow players are all part of what makes the game so special. Hockey is not just about winning; it's about the experience and the joy of the game itself.

In conclusion, hockey is a sport that continues to evolve and thrive. From the NHL to the minor leagues, from the rinks to the stands, hockey is a way of life. It's a tradition that will continue to be cherished by fans for generations to come. Let's keep cheering on our teams and enjoy the game we all love.
VOTE TO END DISCRIMINATION BY ROTC
The Whole Nation Is Watching
MIT Is Making A Difference

Universities and students around the country are working together to end discrimination by ROTC based on sexual orientation. MIT is taking a leading role in fostering change.

The Associated Press writes:
"Major universities are warning the Pentagon that a military policy barring homosexuals from service is generating pressure to oust ROTC from campuses. The concern at MIT is particularly significant because of the Institute's longstanding relationship with the Pentagon."

MIT Provost John Deutch writes to the Secretary of Defense:
"I believe the ROTC policy to be wrong and shortsighted."
"I believe that the DoD should reverse this discriminatory policy just as it has reversed prior discriminatory policies against blacks and women."
"The contradiction between the university's principle of non-discrimination ... and the presence of an ROTC that does discriminate cannot exist on campuses indefinitely. Many universities will withdraw from the ROTC program."

MIT President Paul Gray writes:
"I believe that the military services not only should, but will, change their policies regarding sexual preference and ROTC programs, because the continuation of ROTC programs at leading colleges and universities will be greatly influenced by this question."

Now is the time to make your voice heard and tell MIT, Congress, The Department of Defense, the President, and the Nation that discrimination is intolerable.
On May 7th and 8th there is a special UA referendum on this issue.

VOTE ON THE UA REFERENDUM MAY 7TH AND 8TH

ROTC decision stirs campus controversy

The New York Times
Gay Cadet is Asked to Repay R.O.T.C. Scholarship
For Gay People in Military,
Lives of Secrecy and Despair
The Boston Globe
MIT officials urge end to ban on gays in military

The Washington Post
Faculty Seeks ROTC's Ouster Over Policy on Gays
Turning up the heat on ROTC

MIT TECH TALK
Deutch Urges End
To Homosexual Bias
MIT Reviews ROTC Relationship

Stop by the DDAMIT booth in the student center to get a button and buy a T-shirt. At the faculty meeting on May 16th a motion regarding discrimination by ROTC at MIT will be brought before the faculty. Come to the faculty meeting in 10-260 wearing your buttons and T-shirts.
Charges against coalition at anti-apartheid demonstration dismissed

It is important to note that 20 of the 26 students arrested for the anti-apartheid demonstrations had their cases dismissed upon payment of court costs, even though Campus Police Chief Anne P. Glavin claims there is no difference between a dismissal and a continuance. She was quoted ["Students accept court offer," May 1] as saying that students were faced with the "exact same choice again, only the judge has lessened the court costs and community service."

The last paragraph in the Tech Talk article ["Gray, ANC's Mabuza Speak Today," May 2] mentions the outcome of the pre-trial conference hearing, but nowhere is "dismissal" used. Glavin either needs a refresher course in basic law, is uninformed, or deliberately misled the Tech reporter who interviewed her.

The misinformation by the MIT administration can only be viewed as an attempt to lessen their potential embarrassment and negative publicity.

At the first court hearing, the students were offered a deal that involved payment of $300 or 50 hours of community service, and a continuance with no finding until Dec. 27. An arrest during the continuance period would result in a trial for that arrest as well as the one for which the continuance was originally given. The recommendation by the district attorney to the judge on Monday was a $100 court cost and a continuance of a year. Accepting the continuance would imply there were sufficient facts for a guilty verdict.

The 20 students whose cases were dismissed were not willing to admit sufficient facts because they felt they were not guilty and were ready to submit to a jury trial if necessary. Our lawyer asked the judge for a dismissal with minimal court costs. Initially, the judge insisted on a continuance, but the DA changed his recommendation to dismissal after hearing our lawyer explain that we were ready to stand trial and receiving a hand-signal from Campus Police Officer Edward McNulty, who was observing the proceedings.

Our only conclusion is that MIT was unwilling to proceed with a trial by jury. They feared that we would not be found guilty and that there would be bad publicity for a school that tries to prosecute students for trespassing on school property.

The dismissal was a victory for both the students and the right to free speech and peaceful protest.

Penn Loh '90
Anita Gupta '91
and 8 others
Adrienne Rich caps Poetry at Media Lab series

LAST THURSDAY, over 600 people showed up at the Media Lab to hear Adrienne Rich read her poetry. Fittingly, the largest crowd of the year was created to listen to the recent reading of the Poetry at the Media Lab series, funded by the MIT Council for the Arts, the Women's Studies Program, and the Dean's Office.

Initially, the size of the crowd created problems for the volunteers who ran the series. To accommodate the overflow, the start of the reading was delayed while audio was fed into speakers in nearby rooms so that everyone could hear. While many artists would have been upset by such a delay, a few poets spoke to the audience.

After the audio arrangements were complete, Ruth Whitman of MIT's Writing Program gave the introduction. Whitman recalled reading "a glib, self-titled 'oblivion' Raddcliffe student who since has 'grown into a courageous, devoted woman, full of passion' who is now 'laudatory, someone who has served as a guiding light' to women and given them hope.

In keeping with the series' practice of having poets read a selection of works that have influenced them, Rich began by reading two poems by the Cine poet Roy Harper. "Grace" is about the plight of Native Americans and the hard times they face. "Racism" is a poem in the form of a letter, written to a Native-American friend who has been arrested for hate and anger over the situation of their people. Rich paid tribute to writers like Hafie who write about freedom and the efforts of oppressed people to bring about change.

She also has drawn inspiration from the Czechoslovak writer, Vlatka Havel, who is now the President of that country. She was reading from a book of Havel's essays, Living in Truth, she spoke about the "elegance" that has characterized the 1980s, and how America - a country of "quick shapes" - is followed "trivial pursuits," and that while watching the events of 1989, we have generally failed to recognize, that events have not come about overnight. The events of Eastern Europe, China, and South Africa have been the result of the efforts of many individuals over many years, and these kinds of efforts must be remembered in the history that will be written about these events.

Her reading began from her own work written when she was a student at MIT. As a guitarist, Hitchcock alternates the lyrics-from-outer-space feel of politics," and cope with the place in so-called "the Garden of the Eden II -" and feelings of longing for community - "... to be with my people..." Do my people forgive me?

Rich finished with three poems from her book, Time's Power. "Divisions of Power" speaks about the plight of women whose labor makes the world/rich and every morning," yet who sit in "the back rows of politics," and cope with the place in society that has been selected for them. "The Desert as Garden of Paradise" brings the audience to actual and figurative deserts, places where freedom movements often find their beginnings. The final poem of the evening was "Drownwood.

To convey a sense of the power of Adrienne Rich's poetry without writing out her poems in full - such a feat can only be attained by reading her books. What is not in her books, however, is the way in which she reads to the audience. What is most precious is the way she read to us.

The final reading of this year's Poetry at the Media Lab series will be on May 17. This will be the student/staff reading. The selection of the readers has not yet been completed.

Michelle Shocked disappointed, Hitchcock entrances

I have a weakness for acoustic albums. There's a certain raw power to an unembellished voice over plucked, thumping bass. That's why I am so disappointed with Michelle Shocked's DILY Live, and why I am so entranced by Robyn Hitchcock's Eye.

Michelle Shocked's first album, The True Confessions Tape, was about as simple as an acoustic album could get - it was recorded on a Sony Walkman with weak batteries, the sounds of crickets and passing trucks audible in the silence between the songs. Only one "backing" track is from that album ("I am in Amsterdam") appears on Live, and it's by far the most satisfying of the four tracks. There's no roughness, only Shocked's sweet, pure voice over a guitar's broken chords. (Frankly, the guitar line sounds very much like James Taylor's.)

The other songs are drawn from Shocked's latest LP, Captain Swing, which concentrated on swing and big-band arrangements. Shocked's thin soprano was drowned out by the horns on that album, but there is an underlying tension - "I Don't You Mess Around With My Little Sister," which appears in acoustic form on Live, is his first, and why I am so entranced by Robyn Hitchcock's Eye.

Robyn Hitchcock entrances

The ex-Soft Boy usually records with his group the Egyptians rather than producing solo albums. Eye is his first acoustic album since 1985's I Often Dream of Trains, and Hitchcock has been performing songs from the former album since his 1985 solo tour. I remember hearing "Excelsior," "Raining Twilight Coast," and "Agony of Pleasure" at concerts two years ago, and I've been waiting ever since for them to show up on vinyl. (Yes, vinyl; the LP isn't dead yet!) Like I Often Dream of Trains, Eye's only instrumentation is acoustic guitar and piano. Hitchcock uses the sparse arrangements as a framework for his frequently harry lyrics about love, relationships, and sexuality. "Queen Elvia" - the previously unreleased title track from Hitchcock's last album - deals with transvestites, and "Agony of Pleasure" is even more blunt about its subject:

Michelle Shocked's EP, Have A Weakness for acoustic albums. There's a certain raw power to an unembellished voice over plucked, thumping bass. That's why I am so disappointed with Michelle Shocked's DILY Live, and why I am so entranced by Robyn Hitchcock's Eye.
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Larry's Chinese Restaurant
302 Mass. Ave., Cambridge
(next to Father's Fore)
Luncheon Specials
Orders to go or dining in
Served daily 11:30 am-6:00 pm
Delivery Service
Lunch special prices start $2.95
10% Off Dinner
on every Saturday
Dining in only
($10 minimum)
Call: 492-3179 or 492-3170
Monday — Thursday 11:30 am to 9:30 pm
Friday — Saturday 11:30 am to 10:00 pm
Closed on Sunday

Serving daily 11:30 am-6:00 pm

The following positions are required: Director, Music Director, Light Designer, Set Designer, Costume Designer, Technical Director, Choreographer, Stage Manager. Call 253-6294 for an appointment or information.

The MIT Musical Theatre Guild announces INTERVIEWS for their summer production Andrew Lloyd Weber’s EVITA and their fall production Rodgers and Hammerstein’s OKLAHOMA! May 8 and 9

Go To Japan!
Orientation Meeting
Monday, May 7, 5-7 pm
Student Center, Rm. W20-306

MIT Japan Program
E38-754, Ext. 3-2839

WALK for HUNGER!
Join 85,000 walkers to fight hunger on SUNDAY, MAY 6
Walking papers in
— Coffee house —
— Lobby 10 booth —
Info: Dave, 5-6433
Walk starts 7:30 am at Boston Common
MIT group leaves Lobby 7 at 7:30 am

WALK or SPONSOR SOMEONE!
This space donated by The Tech

The Tech News Hotline
253-1541

For the price of a book, we can teach the illiterate to read.

United Way
Benefiting the American Heart Association

COME SEE THE PLAY-OFFS OF THE...

1990 BEAVERBALL CLASSIC

SATURDAY AND SUNDAY, MAY 5 AND 6 ON THE EAST CAMPUS SAND COURT
This space donated by The Tech

With VGA Video, The World’s Number One 286 Laptop PC Never Looked Better!

Zenith Innovates Again

For more information, please contact:

CESS COMPUTERS
(617) 944-4772 or
Zenith Data Systems
(508) 250-1940

For advanced laptop PC performance and VGA graphics, see Zenith Data Systems’ SuperPort® 286e today! Laptop computer technology never looked so good. With its bright blue* SuperPort LCD display, Zenith’s SuperPort 286e delivers crisp text, dazzling graphics, and faster text contrast to match many conventional desktop monitors...no matter what the lighting conditions are. Best of all, SuperPort 286e lets you run sophisticated VGA applications, including those designed for color monitors, which can be displayed through 16 corresponding shades of gray. So you can enjoy a level of productivity that far exceeds most other portable... or in or out of the office.

Ideal for sales, consulting, insurance, audits and more, the advanced SuperPort 286e is also loaded with hard-driving 286 speed and power to tackle huge spreadsheet, file and database jobs. Plus, SuperPort 286e rides on Zenith’s intelligent Power Management System, which puts power usage in your control for over four hours of non-stop battery life.

So put Zenith Data Systems’ VGA-enhanced SuperPort 286e to the test. Once you do, your prospects for greater productivity will be clearly in sight.
in raising the cost of education. Many companies, he noted, have said they would never tie with MIT if the Institute divests. In addition, a decision for divestment, in being a political statement, would disassent with those on campus with different views and open the Institute’s investment portfolio to other political issues. As an example of the latter, Gray noted that environmentalists have recently called for divestment from major polluting companies under the so-called ‘boycott principle.’

Finally, Gray noted that a divested investment portfolio yields 10-20 percent less than standard investments.

**“Total onslaught”**

Mutuza’s rebuttal focused on the ANC strategy of total isolation of the white minority in South Africa. In contrast to the structure of Gray’s speech, she said the anti-apartheid struggle could not be separated into moral, political and economic elements and scrutinized at smaller levels. Every institution in South Africa, she felt, supported apartheid. “It’s not just an economic, social, or political question, they say, there is a total strategy for a total onslaught.”

As an example of how outside companies have been absorbed by the apartheid system, Mutuza cited two laws allowing the South African government to use private companies to preserve national interests. The National Supplies Procurement Act forces companies to act in the “interests of the country” in times of crisis. This law allows the government to control goods and services from companies on demand. Failure to comply results in confiscation of property.

**The National Key Polity Act of 1980** defines “certain institutions that have special importance for national security.” Under this law, the minister of defense has targeted 411 officials as “Key Polity” and 800 other “semi-Key Polity” as of March 1984.

The proprietor of a “Key Point” must provide security under supervision from the armed forces. Thus employees of companies are often required to put down black demonstrators.

Mutuza said, “It is better to have an end to this terror, than to keep those companies there.” In response to Gray’s claims that divestment does not work and that corporate involvement is not always detrimental, Mutuza said, “Even the limited sanctions have worked.”

She claimed that the limited pressure provided by the withdrawal of many American and European companies in the last five years has led current South African President F. W. de Klerk to begin negotiations with black leaders.

Gray felt MIT as an educational institution could best help black South Africans by providing educational and financial aid for South African students, financing black students in South Africa, promoting faculty interaction, and engaging in technical exchange programs.

Furthermore, if MIT were to divest, the consequences would be severe for MIT, Gray said. Divestment “unavoidably has a negative impact here.” Many companies, he added, have said they would never tie with MIT if the Institute divests. In addition, a decision for divestment, in being a political statement, would disassent with those on campus with different views and open the Institute’s investment portfolio to other political issues. As an example of the latter, Gray noted that environmentalists have recently called for divestment from major polluting companies under the so-called ‘boycott principle.’

Finally, Gray noted that a divested investment portfolio yields 10-20 percent less than standard investments.

**“Total onslaught”**

Mutuza’s rebuttal focused on the ANC strategy of total isolation of the white minority in South Africa. In contrast to the structure of Gray’s speech, she said the anti-apartheid struggle could not be separated into moral, political and economic elements and scrutinized at smaller levels. Every institution in South Africa, she felt, supported apartheid. “It’s not just an economic, social, or political question, they say, there is a total strategy for a total onslaught.”

As an example of how outside companies have been absorbed by the apartheid system, Mutuza cited two laws allowing the South African government to use private companies to preserve national interests. The National Supplies Procurement Act forces companies to act in the “interests of the country” in times of crisis. This law allows the government to control goods and services from companies on demand. Failure to comply results in confiscation of property.

**The National Key Polity Act of 1980** defines “certain institutions that have special importance for national security.” Under this law, the minister of defense has targeted 411 officials as “Key Polity” and 800 other “semi-Key Polity” as of March 1984.

The proprietor of a “Key Point” must provide security under supervision from the armed forces. Thus employees of companies are often required to put down black demonstrators.

Mutuza said, “It is better to have an end to this terror, than to keep those companies there.” In response to Gray’s claims that divestment does not work and that corporate involvement is not always detrimental, Mutuza said, “Even the limited sanctions have worked.”

She claimed that the limited pressure provided by the withdrawal of many American and European companies in the last five years has led current South African President F. W. de Klerk to begin negotiations with black leaders.

Gray felt MIT as an educational institution could best help black South Africans by providing educational and financial aid for South African students, financing black students in South Africa, promoting faculty interaction, and engaging in technical exchange programs.

Furthermore, if MIT were to divest, the consequences would be severe for MIT, Gray said. Divestment “unavoidably has a negative impact here.” Many companies, he added, have said they would never tie with MIT if the Institute divests. In addition, a decision for divestment, in being a political statement, would disassent with those on campus with different views and open the Institute’s investment portfolio to other political issues. As an example of the latter, Gray noted that environmentalists have recently called for divestment from major polluting companies under the so-called ‘boycott principle.’

Finally, Gray noted that a divested investment portfolio yields 10-20 percent less than standard investments.
FOR SALE! Refrigerator in good condition. I will deliver for you. Call 326-6107 if interested; $75 or best offer.


FOR SALE! Refrigerator in good condition. I will defrost for you. Call 225-6107 if interested; $75 or best offer.

Northeast Boating Expo
MAY 4-6
MARINA BAY, QUINCY, MA
FRI. & SAT. 10AM-7PM • SUN. 10AM-6PM

ADULTS $6 • CHILDREN $3 (under 12)

- Hundreds of new boats of all sizes and models representing over one hundred boat manufacturers.
- Minutes from downtown Boston with acres of FREE PARKING. Located behind the Jordan Marsh Warehouse.
- Register to win a 15 foot Sunbird from Fieldston Marine.
- Fireworks on Saturday after show hours to christen the boating season.

Listen to WBZ Radio broadcasting LIVE!
Additional discount coupons available at:
7

Technique 1990
On Sale:
May 7 - May 11, Student Center
May 14 - May 18, Lobby 10

DON'T FORGET!
National works to reorganize AEPi

"Continued from page 2"

didais for the national organization that led to the poor relations. "It wasn't AEPi," Rich said.

Frenetly like McDonald's

Nikolich said the national viewed the fraternity as a business, and added that Don had compared it to McDonald's — every chapter had to be the same.

Indeed, of AEPi's 108 chapters, only about three do not have a majority of Jewish members, according to some discharged AEPi members. But Andy Mueller, the president of the non-Jewish chapter at the University of Missouri at Rolla, said his chapter has had no problems with the national fraternity other than feeling out of place at national conventions.

But MIT members claimed the national was content with the Missouri chapter because there was no Jewish community to recruit from.

Mueller, who agreed that there were about three non-Jewish chapters, noted that several Jewish chapters have also been reorganized because of FIPG violations.

AEPi was entitled to take action against the fraternity because of the FIPG violations, Arnone said. He said other national organizations "would have taken more constructive action" in the wake of the violations.

Rich charged that by derecognizing the fraternity, MIT and the IFC were making light of the "serious" FIPG violations. The violations included having a beer keg, powering for an open party, and having a stolen road sign.

Arnone rejected this claim, saying the organizations acted because of the way the national treated the students. Rich countered that independent living groups have "a right to determine their membership" and that the ejection of 45 students is "not a legitimate reason" for derecognizing the group.

Rich said he "felt terrible" about the reorganization, but was not uncomfortable staying with AEPi. "I'd be more uncomfortable with being associated with the group that caused it [the MIT chapter]," Rich said.

He said the reorganization would have been unnecessary if the chapter had not changed initiation procedures, violated the FIPG, and refused to visit other chapters.

By harassing him after he decided to stay, Rich said the old members "three brotherhood in the garbage."

"The question is whether the way they [reorganized] was right," Nikolich said. And giving the national's actions, "should they be allowed to have a group on campus?"

"It's not that we're against a Jewish organization," said Sean R. Findlay '90, one of the 45 discharged AEPi brothers. "We just don't think AEPi should be that fraternity on this campus."

AEPi national officers refused to comment on the situation.

If you have experience in teaching, speaking before groups, or programming; knowledge of Athena supported software; the ability to write clearly and succinctly; or a sense of humor; that would be just swell.

Prior Teaching Experience is not Necessary

For more information, contact Pamela Benson by e-mail at pb@athena.

The Project Athena Training and Documentation Group is an Equal Opportunity Employer with a weird sense of humor.

NOW HIRING

Project Athena

Minicourse Instructors

Summer and Fall Jobs

Qualifications:

• Interest in learning more about Athena
• Ability to explain technical topics clearly and succinctly
• Available for training, starting in mid-August

As an Athena minicourse instructor you will:

• Teach minicourses and assist freshmen in the clusters during RO week
• Teach 2-4 hours per week each semester
• Earn money
• Improve your communication and presentation skills
• Increase your knowledge of Athena supported software
• Work on documentation and instructional materials during the summer (optional)

Win the computer you need to succeed in the real world and a chance to use it there.

Try a Macintosh® and enter Apple's Real World Sweepstakes. You could win a week at one of these organizations and a Macintosh computer.

80,000 PEOPLE GAVE SOMETHING TO THE IRS THIS YEAR. AND THEY CAN'T WAIT NEXT YEAR TO GIVE AGAIN.

They volunteered their skills, to people who needed help doing their taxes. And it made them feel great.

They weren't necessarily accountants. They were people, just like you and your club or group members, who have a basic aptitude for math and a desire to help others.

So how, you can help people with what taxes them. And feel great, too.

To find out about the free IRS Training program, call 1-800-424-1040 now.

Volunteer now And you'll make someone's taxes less taxing later.

Volunteer now And you'll make someone's taxes less taxing later.
We take American Express, Visa, MasterCard, Diners Club, and College I.D.'s.

Continental announces outrageous student fares. $139 or less each way.

You've studied hard all year (well, almost). Now it's time to take off for the summer. And Continental wants to give you a break. Wherever you're headed, there's a good chance you can hitch a ride with us, for only $139 or less per person each way. And you can bring along a friend of any age for the same price, whether they're in school or not.

But don't procrastinate. You have to purchase tickets within 24 hours of making your reservation and no later than May 25. Plus travel must be completed by June 20. So call your travel agent or Continental at 617-569-8400 or 1-800-525-0280 for reservations. And as soon as you finish that last exam, we'll get you outta there.

CONTINENTAL
Working to be your choice.
NCAA recognizes Fahey; Prather, Kupbens get kudos

Sports Update

Fahey awarded scholarship

Maureen Fahey '90, center for the women's basketball team, was named the winner of an NCAA Postgraduate Scholarship. She is one of only three Division III players nationwide to receive this award. She will be doing her graduate work here at MIT, where she will also serve as assistant basketball coach.

Prather, Kupbens named All-Americans

Offensive lineman Bob Kupbens '90 and linebacker Bryce Prather '90 have been named to the Pizza Hut All-America Division III football team. Kupbens was named to the third team and Prather was named honorable mention.

Dusso, Warpinski also awarded

Softball players Michelle Dusso '91 and Cecilia Warpinski '90 have been recognized for their efforts this past season. Dusso, the catcher on the team, was named to the New England Women's All-Conference team, while Warpinski, an outfielder, was named first team Academic All-District.

Compiled by Shawn Mastrian and the Sports Information Office

Upcoming Home Events

Saturday, May 5
2:00 Baseball v. Brandeis
2:00 Lacrosse v. Roger Williams

Sunday, May 6
9:30 Sailing Invitational

Monday, May 7
3:30 Men's Tennis v. Wesleyan